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Signor Deluso by Thomas Pasatieri

and

Scenes in English from
Jacques Offenbach’s La Perichole
**Scenes from La Perichole (1850)**  
Jacques Offenbach (1819-1880)

I. Chorus of Merrymakers  
Full Cast

II. Song of the Three Cousins  
Estrella: Myasia Fox; Guadalena: Lauren Jue-Morrison; Virginella: Lizze Fisher

III. Song of the Incognito  
Don Andres: Danlei Zhao

IV. Court Ladies’ Chorus  
Lauren Jue-Morrison, Lizze Fisher, Julia Yu, Jennifer Colin, Myasia Fox

V. The Tipsy Waltz / Aria of La Perichole  
Lizze Fisher

VI. Reprise  
Full Cast

An important birthday party is being thrown at The Three Cousin’s Cabaret, the most popular bar in town, Attend by professional merrymakers, this is sure to be the biggest and best party of the year! Even the King, Don Andres, concealed in disguise, has come out for the festivities. But the fun gets taken a bit too far as the partygoers become overly indulged in wine and liquor.

(quick set change)

---

**Signor Deluso (1974)**  
Thomas Pasatieri (b. 1945)

Célie: Julia Yu

Gorgibus/Magistrate: Shane Ramil

Rosine: Teagan Rutkowski

Deluso: Adrian Chan

Clara: Jennifer Colin

Léon: Joseph Garcia

Célie and Léon have promised to marry each other, much to the dismay of Célie’s father, Gorgibus. Rosine, her maid, tries to talk some sense into Célie, who does not want to listen. Célie faints, losing her locket which contains a portrait of her beloved Léon. Confusion begins as Clara sees her husband, Deluso, alone on the ground with Célie, with further confusion ensuing as Deluso and Célie see Clara admiring the locket containing Léon’s photo. But all ends well and the audience is reminded: Don’t believe everything you see!

(FREE CAKE IN THE LOBBY!!)

---

Stage Direction: Kirsten Ashley Wiest  
Music Direction: Kyle Adam Blair  
Lighting Design: Jessica C. Flores  
Costume Design: Natalie Barshow
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